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Every change in the bottle geometry as well as every change of physical and rheological properties poses
a risk of excessive gas entrainment during a filling process. To maintain satisfactory filling efficiency
there is a need to optimise this process with respect to all adverse phenomena which affect the fluid
flow, such as spluttering on the bottom, air caverns formation and air entrainment with incoming liquid.
This paper comprises numerical simulations of two filling methods. The first method involves dosing
with a pipe placed over the free liquid surface of a fully filled bottle. The second method covers filling
with a pipe located near the bottom. Moreover, the influence of rheological properties and surface
tension values is considered. The comprehensive analysis of amount of entrained air represented by
air volume fraction in dispensed liquid let the authors define the influence of filling speed on the
mechanism and amount of entrapped air.

Keywords: air entrainment, bottle filling, Computational Fluid Dynamics, multiphase flow, Volume
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1. INTRODUCTION

Bottled products are present in various branches of industry such as food, cosmetics and pharmaceutical
industry. They must meet many requirements not only related to quality of the product but also to bottle
attractiveness, recyclability, freshness guarantee and compliance of the product volume with the label.
When the new product is introduced into the production line or there is a change in the bottle design it is
necessary to optimise a filling process tailored for the new fluid or geometry due to the risk of excessive
foaming, which can lead to inadequate filling, deterioration of product appearance and contamination of
the outside of the labelled bottle.

The filling process may be conducted in miscellaneous ways. The common method is filling a bottle with
a nozzle (Matice, 1997). The velocity of a thinning liquid jet impinging onto free liquid surface is a
crucial factor that influences air entrainment. Biń (1988) distinguishes three factors that are related to jet
disturbances, minimum air entrainment velocity, jet diameter and its break-up length. The latter parameter
is dependent on the type of considered jet region: laminar, turbulent or Weber. If the break-up of the jet
occurs, droplets falling on the free liquid surface form cavities and lead to air entrainment. In the other case,
coherent jet that reaches the pool surface creates a plunging point. Boualouache et al. (2018) mentioned
an air boundary layer, which pulled down by interfacial shear also contributed to aeration process. Zhu
et al. (1999) emphasise specificity of critical Reynolds numbers for air entrainment in terms of their
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applicability to exact nozzle design that influences the surface disturbances which directly lead to bubble
formation.

As the velocity increases the cavity in free liquid surface also increases leading to the onset of air film
formation around the plunging point and further unstable air film area, from which bubbles are entrained.
The lower the viscosity of the liquid, the shorter the length of the stable air film (Biń, 1988). In another
paper of Biń (1993) the subject of bubble size distribution, their residence time and the maximum depth,
to which they can be entrained by the plunging jet, was discussed with comprehensive review of empirical
correlations.

When high viscosity fluids are considered and the Reynolds number is below 1.2 there can occur some
instabilities in jet flow like coiling and buckling (Roberts and Rao, 2011). These phenomena have an
unfavourable impact on the filling process owing to the risk of air entrapment and incomplete filling (Ren
et al., 2011). From a simulation perspective, it also prevents one from assuming an axisymmetric filling
(Roberts and Rao, 2011). To define threshold for buckling Cruickshank (1998) studied the effect of H/D
ratio (height of a nozzle position over its diameter). He proposed a condition that the Reynolds number
should be smaller than 0.56 when H/D > 3π to observe buckling.

Surface tension is also a valid factor in filling process. The higher surface tension, the more energy is
required to form a bubble and the liquid has lower foaming tendency. There are other dimensionless
numbers besides the Reynolds number which connect the surface tension, inertial and gravitational force
effects on air entrainment intensity. The Weber number is the ratio of inertial forces to surface tension and
relates to the tendency of jet breaking up (Pai et al., 2009). The latter is the Froude number that describes a
relation between inertial forces and weight of the fluid. Its value is a measure of free surface disturbances
(Brandt et al., 2017).

Summing up, every change in the bottle geometry as well as every change of physical and rheological
properties poses a risk of excessive air entrainment. While introducing a new product multiple tests induce
financial losses due to production line downtime and in such a situation conducting virtual experiments
has an advantage. Numerical simulations give an opportunity to track numerous parameters and to carry
out many experiments simultaneously. The only limit is the computational cost. Therefore, Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) becomes an effective tool in selection of optimum process conditions for which
there is neither negative influence on product appearance nor its expansion from the bottle with the
maximum filling efficiency. It should be noted that computational fluid dynamics is also successfully used
to model other processes related to the filling process, such as: aeration process using liquid gas reactors
(Al-Anzi, 2020), analysis of the flow in ladles during tapping of steel furnaces (Laux et al., 2000) and pool
filling process (Sanjay and Das, 2017).

The main point of the article is to consider the short time of filling the bottle and analyse what is the cause of
air capturing. For this purpose, computational fluid dynamics was used with Finite Volume Method (FVM)
approach and Volume of Fluid (VOF) model. The accuracy and reliability of this model was investigated
by Boualouache et al. (2018) on the basis of three scale model validation by comparison with results of
Chanson experiment (2004) and correlations for air entrainment rate proposed by Van de Donk (1981)
and Biń (1993). Sanjay and Das (2017) also verified VOF model with satisfactory compliance using their
experiment and simulation data. It is noteworthy that CFD simulations examine the interaction between
plunging jet and quiescent pool, whereas this work is extended by consideration of rising free liquid surface
during the bottle filling process. In the remaining part of this paper there are presented cases that vary in
filling methods, fluid rheological and surface tension properties as well as in filling speed in order to make
a comprehensive analysis of their influence on air entrainment that can cause foam formation. The assumed
measure of this phenomenon is the change of the fraction of air volume in the dosed liquid over time.
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2. GEOMETRY AND NUMERICAL APPROACH

The geometry of a real 850 ml bottle (Fig. 1) was implemented into Ansys Fluent software. Since the
calculation domain is axial-symmetrical, it was decided to perform calculations for half of the bottle in
2D. This simplification made it possible to create a more accurate calculation grid with a reasonable
number of calculation cells, which consequently accelerated the calculation considerably. This solution
was successfully used in previous works (Matice, 1997; Roberts and Rao, 2011; Tomé et al., 1999).

a) b)

Fig. 1. Bottle geometry with dosing pipe in two locations, a) method 1 – the dosing pipe located above free liquid
surface, b) method 2 – the dosing pipe located near the bottom of the bottle

A multi-block structured and conformal mesh was generated. The boundary layer was neglected because
velocities near walls inside the bottle are very small due to high losses of kinetic energy caused by fluid
collision with the bottom of the bottle and the following energy dissipation in already dispensed liquid.
Geometry division into blocks and generated mesh are presented in Fig. 2 and mesh parameters are
presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters of generated mesh

Max. aspect ratio Max. skewness Min. orthogonal quality Number of elements Number of nodes

1.66 0.54 0.74 38837 39709

In every simulation it was assumed that at the beginning the bottle is filled with air, next the liquid flow
inside the pipe is incompressible and the fluid flow inside the bottle is multiphase due to the presence of
air bubbles. The Volume of Fluid (VOF) method was applied. Pressure-based flow with absolute velocity
formulation influenced by gravitation was taken into consideration. Then boundary and initial conditions
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Fig. 2. An example of the density of the number grid in the geometry of the bottle

were defined as presented in Fig. 3. The inlet was specified as cross-section area of the pipe and the outlet
was the annular space between the pipe and the bottle neck (the pressure at the outlet was 101325 Pa). The
initial condition was that the dosing pipe was filled with liquid and the bottle was empty.

Fig. 3. Scheme of boundary conditions used in the calculation
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Two characteristic real liquids were considered, which represent liquids of different viscosity range used in
the filling process: water and depectinized grape concentrate. Both liquids were considered as Newtonian
fluids in the temperature of 20◦. Physical properties of the liquids are presented in Table 2. Flow regime in
the dosing pipe was turbulent for water and laminar for grape concentrate, whose viscosity was much greater
than that of water. Values of Reynolds number, Weber number and Froude number for each liquid and
case are shown in Table 3. Laminar flow or k-ε turbulence model was applied depending on the Reynolds
number. On can notice that in recent years, many works have been published presenting the possibility of
using more advanced mathematical models, so called large eddy simulation (LES), to simulate practical
processes (Makowski and Bałdyga, 2011; Makowski et al., 2012, Wojtas et al., 2020) or using direct
numerical simulation (DNS) (Lahey Jr., 2009). They enable the simulation of processes in a wide range of
Reynolds numbers. However, it should be remembered that such a solution increases both the calculation
time and the demand for computing power many times and it is recommended to use it only in cases where
the calculation results are significantly more accurate than the results obtained using lower-order models.

Table 2. Physical properties of water and grape concentrate in 20◦, water properties from Venard and Street (1975);
µρ of grape concentrate from Zuritz (2005) and σ from Bailey (2005)

Physical property Water Grape concentrate (67◦Bx)

µ, Pa·s 0.001003 0.15026

ρ, kg/m3 998.2 1337.3

σ, N/m 0.072 0.06

Table 3. Values of dimensionless Reynolds numbers Re =
udρ
µ

, Weber numbers We =
ρu2d
σ

and Froude numbers

Fr =
u2

gh
, where h is the height of nozzle position, d is nozzle diameter, Fr1 and Fr2 correspond to filling

method 1 and 2

Q, ml/s QH2O, kg/s Qconc., kg/s u, m/s ReH2O Reconc. WeH2O Weconc. Fr1 Fr2

100 0.10 0.13 0.51 8033 72 57 92 0.12 0.82

125 0.12 0.17 0.64 10041 90 89 144 0.19 1.28

166.67 0.17 0.22 0.85 13388 120 159 256 0.34 2.27

One can observe that the Froude numbers range from 0.12 to 2.27, it means then that in presented cases
not only inflow Reynolds number is important, but also dimensionless length scale, h/d, influences the
process. On the other hand, the values of the Weber number range from 57 to 256 which suggested that the
inertial forces should dominate over the surface tension forces.

In this paper, 12 cases, presented in Table 4, differing in the dosed liquid and filling time were considered.
Two dosing methods were also analysed. The first method (method 1) consisted in dosing the liquid
with a tube placed above the free surface of a fully filled bottle. This is often a simple solution to avoid
contamination of the outside of the liquid dosing tube. The disadvantage of this solution is the splash
effect of the liquid, which can lead to large amounts of air being trapped and to foam. The second method
(method 2) was to place the tube just above the bottom of the bottle. In this way, for most of the dosing time
we are dealing with a dipped flow, which significantly reduces bubble entrainment. The geometry details
of these methods are presented in Fig. 1.
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Table 4. Scheme of boundary conditions used in the calculation

Case u, m/s Q, ml/s τ, s Method Liquid

1 0.51 100 8.5 1 water

2 0.64 125 6.8 1 water

3 0.85 166.67 5.1 1 water

4 0.51 100 8.5 1 concentrate

5 0.64 125 6.8 1 concentrate

6 0.85 166.67 5.1 1 concentrate

7 0.51 100 8.5 2 water

8 0.64 125 6.8 2 water

9 0.85 166.67 5.1 2 water

10 0.51 100 8.5 2 concentrate

11 0.64 125 6.8 2 concentrate

12 0.85 166.67 5.1 2 concentrate

3. RESULTS

The industrial and practical interest in the filling process focuses primarily on increasing efficiency and
thus the speed of filling containers. Therefore, one of the most important flow regimes in this process is the
entrainment of air when the fluid is spluttering on the bottom of bottle or when the jet impact on liquid’s
free surface causes air bubble entrained in the liquid. For these reasons, the authors of the current work are
interested in recognizing influence of filling speed on mechanism and amount of entrained air.

In the first cases, water dosing was considered in the velocity range of 0.51−0.85 m s−1, Re = 8032−13388)
for the upper nozzle position (method 1). Figure 4 shows the distribution of water volume fraction during

Fig. 4. Distribution of water volume fraction for u = 0.51 ms−1, Re = 8032, filling method 1, first steps of the process
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the first stage of process for u = 0.51 ms−1. High value of air volume fraction at the beginning of the
process is the result of entrapment of a significant amount of air in small liquid volume. It is caused by
falling of liquid from walls in the axis direction.

One can notice that the real bottle used in modelling, has a bottom of smaller diameter than the main
diameter of the bottle. That is why air bubbles accumulate on the annular surface at the height of the
diameter change. At the beginning of the process the liquid hits the bottom and splashes over the surface,
then rises on the walls and falls at two heights, just below and above the height of the diameter change.
This moment is shown in Fig. 4 for t/τ = 0.032. The liquid drops to the bottom, but the incoming stream
is constantly rising on the walls causing another wave of liquid (t/τ = 0.053). As a result, air caverns are
created (t/τ = 0.070), from which bubbles will form.

Further on in the filling process it is observed that bubbles are flowing to the bottom, where subsequently
are flowing back up with the bounced off liquid (Fig. 5). Due to low dosing velocity bubbles are rising

Fig. 5. Distribution of water volume fraction for u = 0.51 ms−1, Re = 8032, filling method 1
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slower than flowing down with incoming stream. When bubbles achieve the free surface of the liquid, they
break up and decrease of air volume fraction is noticed. The regions with the highest vorticity are shown
in Fig. 6. One can observe that the most favourable place for bubbles to adhere and coalesce in this case
is the middle of the bottom. In the end of the process the largest bubble detaches from the middle of the
bottom and flows to the surface.

Fig. 6. Pathlines representing vorticity of multiphase flow for u = 0.51 ms−1, Re = 8032, filling method 1, the free
liquid surface is marked with red dashed line

The calculation results are summarised in Fig. 7 showing the change in the volume fraction of air retained
in the liquid. The fraction is defined by the following equation:

Xair(t) =
Vair(t)

Vliquid(t)
(1)

Fig. 7. Air volume fraction in water during the filling process, u = 0.51 ms−1, Re = 8032, filling method 1

Note that the volume fractions of retained air are not large and take values from 0.01−0.03. This is different
if the dosing velocity is increased (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8. Air volume fraction in water during the filling process, u = 0.51−0.85 ms−1, Re = 8032−13388,
filling method 1

It is clear that as the dosing rate increases, air retention in the liquid increases rapidly. Analysing case 2
one can see that after t/τ = 0.635 progressive descend of frothing can be observed until a sudden decrease
in value of air volume fraction in point t/τ = 0.781. The reason of this change is release of the biggest
bubbles, formed at the beginning of the process, which start rising in point t/τ = 0.635. This is shown in
Fig. 9. Similarly to case 1, here one notices that in the end of the process the dissipation of kinetic energy

Fig. 9. Distribution of water volume fraction for u = 0.64 ms−1, Re = 10041, filling method 1
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along the height of the dispensed liquid is sufficient to let the bubbles coalesce in the middle of the bottom
and then ascend to the surface. The difference between case 1 and 2 is that the bubbles are rising faster
with water that turns back at the bottom and flows upwards in the second simulation. Therefore, air volume
fraction oscillations in case 2 are smaller than in case 1.

In case 3 one can observe significantly higher values of air volume fraction than in simulations described
beforehand. Figure 10 shows the volume fraction distributions for the highest stream. The initial flow of
liquid reaching the bottom strongly entrainment air. The bubbles created in this way do not break down
until half the dosing time. This phenomenon can lead to foam. The decline in air volume fraction values is
faster and without oscillations. In the end of the process (t/τ = 1, Fig. 11) air does not form large bubbles,
but is dispersed into small bubbles.

Fig. 10. Distribution of water volume fraction for u = 0.85 ms−1, Re = 13388, filling method 1,
first steps of filling process

Fig. 11. Distribution of water volume fraction for u = 0.85 ms−1, Re = 13388, filling method 1
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Dosing the considered volume of low-viscosity liquids in 5 seconds may lead to strong air entrainment,
but on the other hand it is a very attractive time from the practical point of view. Therefore, in the next
stage the dosing of high viscosity liquid such as grape concentrate with a viscosity of 0.15026 Pa·s was
considered. Liquid flow in the pipe is laminar due to the high dynamic viscosity of grape concentrate. Air
bubbles will encounter more hydrodynamic drag and therefore lift slower to the free liquid surface. The
frothing of the liquid will last longer than in water.

At the beginning of the process the concentrate gradually froths between points t/τ = 0.07 and t/τ = 0.156
owing to the greater air entrainment with incoming liquid than bubbles release at the surface (Fig. 12).
A rapid decline of air amount is observed shortly after two large bubbles reached the free liquid surface and
burst. The thing is similar in further oscillations (Fig. 13). It is worth pointing out that more bubbles are
formed in grape concentrate than in water because of lower surface tension of the concentrate. Air volume
fraction value decreases constantly towards the end of the process after point t/τ = 0.612 in Fig. 13.

Fig. 12. Distribution of grape concentrate volume fraction for u = 0.51 ms−1, Re = 72, filling method 1
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Fig. 13. Air volume fraction in grape concentrate during the filling process, u = 0.51−0.85 ms−1, Re = 72−120,
filling method 1

Interestingly, as the flow rate increases, there is no increased entrainment during the process. Analysing
Fig. 13 one can observe that the volume fraction of air in the concentrate is at the maximum level of
0.08 - 0.06 and is almost constant as a function of dosing time. On the other hand, for higher filling times
the fraction of air contained in the water during the process is lower than for the concentrate. This is,
of course, due to higher viscosity, which reduces the lifting speed, but also significantly reduces bubble
breakage.

Analysing the volume fraction distributions for water and concentrate one can observe that the air bubble
captured in the first moment of filling moves differently in both cases. In the case of water, it is pushed
against the wall and moves upwards along circulation paths. In the case of higher viscosity liquids, the
pressure force pushes the bubbles towards the axis of the bottle, where it contacts the incoming stream
which, with its energy, causes the bubbles to break down. This phenomenon is clearly visible in Fig. 14.

Fig. 14. Pathlines representing vorticity of multiphase flow, u = 0.51 ms−1, filling method 1, free liquid surface is
marked by a red dashed line
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In the case of water, the circulation loop is formed at the bottom of the bottle and extends over the entire
width for both t/τ = 0.07 and t/τ = 0.156 and represents inertia-convection mixing. In this case, the
bubble captured near the dosed stream will flow towards the wall, where it will reach the area of lower
velocity, allowing it to rise upwards as the energy of the circulation loop decreases due to the rise of the
liquid level.

In the case of concentrate, the circulating loop created is much smaller and covers the area near the dosed
stream, while a dead zone is created near the container wall. The resulting bubble is turned around near the
jet, which makes it impossible to lift it. This can be seen in Fig. 15 (for Q = 166.7 ml/s) for t/τ = 0.137
where the gas bubble is broken up by many smaller, rotating in the circulation loop shown in Fig. 16 (for
t/τ = 0.137). At the same flow, the primary gas bubble in the water retains the same size and only at a
later step, under the influence of the mass of the liquid, it breaks up. This phenomenon will have a major
influence on the formation of foam.

Fig. 15. Distribution of grape concentrate volume fraction, u = 0.85 ms−1, Re = 13388, filling method 1

The most common solution to avoid strong aeration while maintaining high filling speeds is submerged
filling. There are two solutions to this process, with a fixed dosing tube introduced into the container near
the bottom and a tube that lifts up with the liquid after submerging. The second solution significantly
reduces contamination of the dosing tube but is much more difficult and expensive to implement. The
paper considers the first solution. Figures 17, 18, 19 show selected moments of water dosing for considered
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Fig. 16. Pathlines representing vorticity of multiphase flow, u = 0.85 ms−1, filling method 1, free liquid surface is
marked by a red dashed line

flows, while Fig. 20 displays the volume fraction of air during the process. It is clearly visible that the
volume fraction of air is much lower than in the case of top dosing, especially for the highest stream, where
the maximum volume fraction of air for method-2 is 5 times lower.

Fig. 17. Distribution of water volume fraction, u = 0.51 ms−1, Re = 8033, filling method 2
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Fig. 18. Distribution of water volume fraction, u = 0.64 ms−1, Re = 10041, filling method 2

Fig. 19. Distribution of water volume fraction, u = 0.85 ms−1, Re = 13388, filling method 2

Also the volume fraction of gas at the end of the dosing process is about 3 times smaller. Observing
the volumetric distributions for the two higher streams of liquid you can see that after the initial filling

Fig. 20. Air volume fraction in water during the filling process, u = 0.51−0.85 ms−1, Re = 8033−13388,
filling method 2
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stage (not submerged) there are single bubbles that remain in the same position until the end of the filling
process, not lifting up. The same phenomenon is observed in the case of concentrate dosing (Figs. 21, 22,
23), where in the beginning of the filling process small bubbles flow upwards and burst. Some of them are
coalescing and remain entrapped in the area of much vorticity near the bottom until the end of the process.
Only when the bottle is filled and dosing is stopped the bubbles may ascend to the surface. This leads to a
very similar volume fraction of air during the filling process as shown in Fig. 24.

Fig. 21. Distribution of grape concentrate volume fraction, u = 0.51 ms−1, Re = 72, filling method 2

Fig. 22. Distribution of grape concentrate volume fraction, u = 0.64 ms−1, Re = 90, filling method 2

Bubble retention can be explained by observing the shape of circulating loops for characteristic filling
stages: before submerging for t/τ = 0.127 and just after submerging for t/τ = 0.357. Figure 25 presents a
comparison of the stream line for the flow Q = 100 ml/s. For the first stage, the circulating loops formed are
similar to those of method 1. In the case of water, the loop extends over the entire width of the bottle, and
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Fig. 23. Distribution of grape concentrate volume fraction, u = 0.84 ms−1, Re = 120, filling method 2

Fig. 24. Air volume fraction in grape concentrate during the filling process, u = 0.51−0.85 ms−1, Re = 72−120,
filling method 2

in the case of concentrate, it is located near the main stream. Then, for the second stage, for the submerged
flow, one can see that the circulating loop is lower than that of the top dosing, without reaching the free
surface. Of course, for liquids with a lower viscosity the circulation zone is larger because the energy of the
dosed stream is more easily dissipated. Therefore, the bubble that is formed at the very beginning has the
possibility to lift up until it is released on a free surface. For this reason, no visible bubbles are observed
during the submerged dosing stage.

As the dosed flow rate increases, the situation becomes worse. The analysis of Fig. 26 shows that such
a strong jet and a small distance from the bottom make the shape of circulation loops for water and
concentrate similar. In both cases the formed bubbles are stopped in the area of their formation. However,
in the submerged dosing stage the situation changes. In the water an area with strong internal swirls is
created from which the bubble cannot escape until the end of the process. In the case of concentrate we
have a situation similar to that of dosing at lower streams, where the bubble lifts up. Only small bubbles
are left for which the buoyancy force is too low to rise to the surface during dosing.
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Fig. 25. Pathlines representing vorticity of multiphase flow, u = 0.51 ms−1, filling method 2,
free liquid surface is marked by a red dashed line

Fig. 26. Pathlines representing vorticity of multiphase flow, u = 0.85 ms−1, filling method 2,
free liquid surface is marked by a red dashed line

4. CONCLUSIONS

Within the scope of conducted CFD simulations of the filling process, the authors focus on determining
changes in values of air volume fraction with respect to time in dispensed liquid considering two filling
methods. The first method involves dosing the liquid with a pipe placed in the upper part of the bottle. The
second method concerns filling with the pipe located near the bottom of the bottle. It enables to define the
influence of specific dosing method on gas retainment process.
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At the beginning of the filling process liquid that is being dosed is rising on the walls after reaching the
bottom of the bottle. It is a crucial stage of the process, in which the most amount of air becomes entrapped
in the liquid volume by a stream falling in the axis direction. In the analysed geometry the flat bottom
of the bottle has a diameter smaller than the main diameter of the bottle by 3 millimetres. It is worth
mentioning that tiny air bubbles gather in the area between the wall and the flat bottom. The other area
which is favourable to the gathering of the bubbles is the annular space at the height of the expansion of
the bottle diameter. Thus, it may be asserted that every region in which the wall forms a right angle with
the base will be the place where bubbles retain. Hence the design of the bottle should not include rapid
diameter changes. Additionally, in such an area bubbles coalesce, expand their size and accumulate in the
axis of the bottom of the bottle. They detach from the bottom after the incoming stream dissipates the vast
amount of kinetic energy along the height of dispensed liquid.

The examined bottle of 850 millilitre volume has considerable height. Following conducted simulations,
the negative impact of dosing the liquid from a high position was observed in comparison to the results
from simulations of method 2. The method that involves filling the bottle with the pipe that remains above
the free liquid surface during the whole process is frequently used in industry when it is undesirable to
immerse the dosing pipe because of the risk of contamination of a label or the area of the bottle neck that
has to be sealed, especially in case of filling the bottle with high viscous liquid which may remain on the
pipe walls for a long time. Therefore, a better approach to fill such large bottles would be introducing a
moveable nozzle over the bottom of the bottle and rising it with the increasing height of the free liquid
surface.

For dosing velocities of 0.51 m/s and 0.64 m/s noticeable oscillations of air volume fraction values are
observed over time when method 1 is applied. It is caused by considerable difference between velocities
of bubbles rising to the free liquid surface and bubbles that are being entrained within incoming stream
downwards. If the bottle had been lower, then the oscillations would not have been so noticeable.

Entrapment of the largest air bubbles is observed for both methods in the areas of the highest vorticity in
which a change in flow direction occurs in a consequence of stream collision with the bottom.

SYMBOLS

Q flow rate, ml/s
u inlet velocity, m/s
Vair(t) instantaneous volume of air retained in the liquid, m3

Vliquid(t) instantaneous volume of liquid during the filling process, m3

Greek symbols
µ dynamic viscosity, Pa·s
ρ density, kg/m3

σ surface tension, N/m
τ filling time, s
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